crete systems employed are aU in the modular form devised by Professor B. A. Bernstein.* This form permits the listing of the large number of systems involved with a conciseness and a simpUcity not existing in the proof-systems employed before the development of the modular theory in question. (3) The number of systems constituting the propositions of existence is 325. This number is far larger than any previous number of proof-systems employed in connection with a set of postulates. Further, the systems relate to postulates expressing laws found in many other mathematical theories. These systems thus provide a large store of possible proof-systems for many important postulate-sets. (4) The systems employed are aU algebras of not more than three elements. This adds to the value of the systems as a source of possible proof-systems to be used in other postulate-sets.
I begin with the Usting of the Whitehead-Huntington postulates.
2. The Whitehead-Huntington postulates.
The Whitehead-Huntington set of postulates for the algebra of logic leave undefined a class K, and two binary operations +, X, and are the ten propositions following.f la. a+b is in K whenever a and b are in K. Ib. ab is in K whenever a and b are in K.
Ha. There is an element Z such that a+Z = a for every element a. lib. There is an element U such that aU = aior every element a. Ilia. a+b = b+a whenever a, b, a+b, and b+a are in K. Illb. ab = ba whenever a, b, ab, and ba are in K. IVa. a+bc = (a+b)(a+c) whenever a, b, c, a+b, a+c, be, a+bc, and (a+b)(a+c) are in K.
IVb. a(b+c) =ab+ac whenever a, b, c, ab, ac, b+c, a(b+c), and ab+ac are in K.
V. If the elements Z and U in postulates lia and lib exist and are unique, then for every element a there is an element a' such that a+a' -U and aa' = Z.
VI. There are at least two elements, x and y, in K such that x^y. Society, vol. 28(1922) Society, vol. 38 (1932) , p. 110.
f The original wording of the postulates is retained except that A' replaces Huntington's "class", the circles around the operations + and X are omitted, and the original A» V. and i are replaced by Z, U and a' respectively. B. There exist no systems for the characters (-± + ±±±±±±-). For, if postulate VI is denied, postulate Ha will be satisfied if and only if K has just one element and S satisfies postulate la.
Proposition B accounts for 4 characters not already accounted for by proposition A, namely (-+ + + + + + + + -).
C. There exist no systems for the characters ( ± -± + + + ±±±-). For, if postulate VI is denied, postulate lib will be satisfied if and only if K has just one element and 5 satisfies postulate lb.
Proposition C accounts for 3 characters not already accounted for by propositions AandB,(±--+ + + + + + -) and (+-+ + + + + + + -). D. There exist no systems for the characters (+ + + -±±±±±-) and (+ + -+ ±±±±±-).
* See E. V. Huntington, these Transactions, vol. 26 (1924) , p. 277.
For, if postulate VI is denied, there are two ways in which postulates la and lb may both be satisfied. (1) If K has no elements, postulates la and lb are satisfied vacuously. (2) If K has just one element, postulates la and lb may both be satisfied non-vacuously. In case (1) For, if postulate Ha or lib or both are denied, then postulate V is satisfied vacuously.
Proposition F accounts for 192 characters not already accounted for by propositions A, B, C, D, and E, namely (±± + -±±±± -+), (± ± -+ ±±±±-+) and (±±-±±±±-+).
4. Propositions of existence. The 325 propositions of existence for our postulates are given by the tables A and B below. In these tables all the systems are arithmetic systems, the elements being the numbers 0, 1, and 2. The notations used are those employed by Professor Bernstein in the second of the papers cited in the first footnote on page 941, except that, for the sake of saving space, certain abbreviations are resorted to. Let f(a, b) be any polynomial expression in a and b, where a and b are any of the numbers 0,1, • • ■ , p -1. Then (f(a, b))p will denote the least positive residue modulo p obtained from f(a, b) by rejecting multiples of p. The operations + and X are to be interpreted as the operations of ordinary arithmetic when they occur in the modular expressions, otherwise they are to be interpreted as logical addition and logical multiplication. Thus for a = 1, 6 = 1, we have (a2+ab+b+2)3 -2. {l-(b-2)2})3 = (2a2b2+a2b+2ab2 +ab+l)3.
For the sake of simplicity, the 325 systems will be divided into two groups, A and B, according as K does not have or does have more than one element. (f(a, b) )p will indicate that the elements of K are 0, 1, • • • , p -1. In both tables, the characters will be written without parentheses.
The duality of the postulates with respect to the operations + and X makes it possible to reduce the number of systems in table B from 320 to 172. Every system S has a dual system obtained from 5 by interchanging the definitions of + and X. The character corresponding to the dual of a system 5 is determined as follows. Consider the character C corresponding to S. C consists of "+" and " -" signs arranged in a certain order. The first 8 signs occur in pairs corresponding to dual postulates. Interchange in C the signs in each pair. The character thus obtained is the character corresponding to the dual of S. " " "50
(1). 
